Life in 2020
S

cientists and futurists are often asked
to predict what life will be like in
2020. Now that this milestone year is
not far away, let’s take a look at some
of the predictions that supposedly
await us just around the corner.
Domestic Bliss

Pop-up business
Pop-up companies will tackle a single
project before disbanding. They will
assemble teams, rent temporary office
spaces and satisfy a certain need,
then when the job's over, they scatter
and move on to a new project.

No more cleaning, dusting or ironing,
these tasks will be done by domestic
robots. Androids are predicted to be the
must-have item of the 2020s and people
will be able to purchase them through
Amazon-type vendors and customise
them according to their needs.

Ultra-thin screens

Cure for Cancer

Shifting wall colours

Cancer immunology is seen as a
breakthrough in cancer research that
will radically change the way cancer is
treated. Rather than killing cancer cells
directly with chemo or radiotherapy,
treatments will promote the body’s
natural immune control over the disease.

Colour changing film will be used in tiles
and on flat surfaces like tables to enable
changes in colour and pattern. Light up
your walls at night, write messages on
tables or adjust the colour of your floor.

Hands free texting
Phones will provide the option of
texting based solely on thought power.
Eye-tracking technology will be used
in conjunction with a sensor-mounted
headset to detect electrical brain waves
and convert them into digital signals.

Surfaces like walls, mirrors and windows
will act as display screens using ultrathin malleable OLED technology.
Already LG has unveiled a detachable
55-inch TV that you can stick to a wall
using nothing more than a magnet.

Robot base on the moon
In an effort to further explore the
solar system, Japan will have built
a robot base on the moon. The
robots will be equipped with solar
panels, high-definition cameras
and arms to gather rocks, which will
be returned to earth via rocket.

DISCLAIMER: This newsletter is intended to provide general news and information only.
Readers should rely on their own enquiries before making any decisions touching their own interests.
Please do not rely on any part of this newsletter as a substitute for specific legal or financial advise.
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Testimonials
"We have been dealing with Powerport since
2005. The Powerport staff are professional
and friendly - nothing is ever too much
trouble!Thank you to the entire team for
ensuring that a vital part of my business is
managed so well."
Alison Whittle, Tiffen and Co.
& The Mortgage Detective
"The first issue of our newsletter went to just 64
people, and we've already picked up $2 million
in new loans that we wouldn't have otherwise
have got: I'm excited!"
Brett Abikhair, Real People Finance
Utilising the Powerport Newsletter has given
the FBI Group an extremely professional edge
in a fiercely competitive market. It provides
resourceful information to our clients and
provides us an effortless means to keep in
touch with a large clientele database. It’s
simply passive branding awareness at its best.”
Tania Longworth, BDM, FBI Group

The heat has been turned up on investment
lending and the impact is being felt across the
board, from first-timers to experienced investors.
There has been a significant increase in enquiries
from people seeking out their options, keen
to find out how the changes impact their
investment loans and what can be done to
minimise this impact.
We’ve been able to give some great advice to
investors and in many cases save them significant
YOUR NAME HERE
sums of money. Check out our article ‘How
Investment Lending Changes Will Affect You’ on page 2 and give us a call with
questions that are specific to your individual circumstance.
Also in this issue read about how Home Styling can help your property sell faster
and for a better price (page 3) and what life has in store for us in 2020 (page 4).
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HOW INVESTMENT
LENDING CHANGES
WILL AFFECT YOU
5 REASONS TO
STYLE YOUR HOME
BEFORE SELLING
LIFE IN 2020

Growth in Home Loans
ore Australians are looking to take
out loans to purchase property, a
trend that began well before the traditional
influx of borrowers for the start of spring.

1300 138 987

GROWTH IN
HOME LOANS

Enjoy this newsletter and feel free to pass it on to family and friends.
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Mortgage applications have been rising
steadily for 12 months and peaked
at 12.5 per cent in the June quarter,
according to the latest Veda Quarterly
Consumer Credit Demand Index.
New South Wales and the ACT experienced
the largest growth in mortgage
applications at 21 per cent and 19.5 per
cent respectively. This was followed by
Victoria at 13.3 per cent, Queensland at 11.7
per cent and South Australia at 8.1 per cent.

The two interest rate cuts by the Reserve
Bank in the June quarter are believed to be
behind the strong mortgage pickup. Some
of the growth can also be explained by
consumers switching between providers
as the low interest rate environment
has encouraged many to shop for a
better deal on their mortgage finance.
With interest rates at their lowest for
more than 50 years, it comes as little
surprise that more and more Australians
are exploring the benefits of purchasing
and investing in property. There are great
rates and features available if you know
where to look. Talk to your mortgage
broker and let us do the leg work for you.

info@powerport.com.au
If you are a member of an institute, then you can put the logo in like the one on left (used for illustration
only), and use this text space to write a summary of the institute and the benefits it offers to your
customers. You could instead use this logo and text area to promote a referrer, your preferred charity,
or even to introduce a new team member.

How Investment
Lending Changes
Will Affect You
he importance of a knowledgeable
mortgage broker has come sharply
into focus following the recent banking
system changes to investment lending.

T

•

Many panicked borrowers have turned
to us for guidance in the months since
the Australian Prudential Regulatory
Authority (APRA) directed the major banks
to place limits on investment lending and
hold more funds in capital reserves.
With each bank responding individually
to the directive, the changes in policy
and pricing have varied wildly from
one lender to the next. There has
been confusion among borrowers and
concern about how current and future
investment lending is affected.
Do the APRA changes affect you?
If you fall into any of the below
categories, you may well be affected
by some of the changes.
First time investor who had planned on
getting into the market with a high loan
to value ratio using mortgage insurance

•

Seeking an investment loan
without a 20% deposit

Book
Review

•

5 Reasons to
Style your Home
before Selling

Off plan property investor who has
paid a 10 per cent deposit, with plans
to finance the remaining 90 per cent
of purchase price on settlement

•

•

Existing investor with a variable loan

•

Investor with multiple properties
with plans to release equity to
purchase another property

•

•

Investor with high levels of SMSF lending

•

Investor trying to maximise
borrowings or with plans to
refinance investment loan

Seek advice from your mortgage broker
With all these changes and still more to
come, it’s little wonder that borrowers
are turning to mortgage brokers. While
banks can in some cases only offer one
solution, a broker with 25-30 plus lenders
on their panel and years of inside industry
experience can provide a number of
solutions and recommendations.

•

•

Non-banks do not currently have
the same restrictions on investment
lending and have become a popular
alternative for investor activity.
Some people don’t realise their loan
type is ‘investment’ and are now paying
a higher rate of interest for no reason. It
commonly happens when you initially
purchase your home as an investment
property, then down the track move
into it but never change your loan type
from ‘investment’ to ‘home loan’.
Some lenders will bend their lending
guidelines or offer you a better deal
if you are in a ‘preferred’ occupation
such as a doctor, dentist, pharmacist,
legal professional or teacher.
The less you borrow, the more lenders
will be inclined to approve your
investment loan application. Aim to
boost your deposit through savings
or by reviewing your current assets.

A knowledgeable mortgage broker
can make the world of difference
to which direction you take with
your investment. Here are just some
of the tips we give our clients.

Do Over : Rescue Monday, Reinvent
Your Work, and Never Get Stuck
It took me sixteen years to write this book. That breaks down to a brisk twelve words per day. But it wasn’t the
writing that took so long. . . . It was the working.
I had to work at big companies and small companies. I had to get hired and fired several times. I had to find my
dream job, then walk away from it. But after all that, I can now say the following with absolute certainty:
You already have everything you need for an amazing career. In fact, you’ve had it since day one.
Starting on the first day you got paid to scoop ice cream or restock shelves, you’ve had the chance to develop
the four elements all great careers have in common: relationships, skills, character, and hustle. You already
have each of those, to one degree or another.
Now it’s time to amplify them and apply them in a new way, creating a Career Savings Account™. This unique
approach will give you the power to call a Do Over—whether you’re twenty-two, forty-two, or sixty-two.
You’ll have the resources to reinvent your work and get unstuck. You’ll even rescue your Mondays as you
discover how to work toward the job you’ve always wanted!
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tyling your home for sale is not
a new concept but it has grown
in popularity as anecdotal evidence
suggests it can help your property
sell faster and for a better price.
Displaying a property’s full potential with
property styling (also known as property
staging) can be as simple as removing
or adding a few decorative pieces or as
extensive as refurnishing the entire home.

HERE’S 5 REASONS WHY
MANY REAL ESTATE AGENTS
RECOMMEND IT.

1. Makes a great first impression
It’s often said that a buyer makes a
decision about whether they like a
property in the first 30 seconds, so
property styling can create this ‘wow’
factor. Introducing the right combination
of colours and textures, furniture, art and
soft furnishings can bring out the best in
a property, making small rooms appear
more spacious and cold spaces feel warm.

2. Brings more people through
the door on inspection day

With so many buyers doing their research
online, it’s important to impress at this
first stage with great photographs that
prompt people to visit the open house.

3. Helps buyers visualise the
property’s potential

Most buyers don’t have the vision to
mentally furnish and decorate a vacant
room, or to see past clutter or outdated
furniture.
Home styling can paint a picture for buyers;
it can show the potential for storage and it
can demonstrate how well a space can be
used. Turning a home study into a second
bedroom or adding a dining space to the
open plan living area, for example, will
broaden the property’s market appeal.

4. Provides a competitive edge
A staged home will stand out
among the competition and is more
likely to be remembered at the
end of a long day of showings.

5. Encourages the buyer to see
themselves living there

Allowing the buyer to mentally move in
to your property is an important step
in the selling process and home styling
can help with this by removing personal
items, from framed photographs and
fridge memorabilia to toothbrushes
and razors in the bathroom.
Instead of distracting the buyer
into thinking about who currently
lives in the property, a styled home
gives buyers a reason to dream
about wanting to live there.

Did
you
know?
These home stylist tips can
help make your property
more attractive to potential
buyers.
• Declutter. Rooms appear
bigger when there is less in
them.
• Don’t cram things into
cupboards. Bulging
cupboards makes it appear
as though the property lacks
storage.
• Open up the flow. Move
bulky furniture away from
the middle of the room.
• Tidy your front entrance.  
First impressions are
important.
• Tailor styling decisions to suit
your market demographics.
• Put furniture into an empty
room to show what fits.
• Avoid mixing too many
colours.
• Define open plan spaces into
living and dining.
• Use lamps, mirrors, rugs and
cushions to add value and
ambience.
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